ADDEDUM / CORRIGENDUM

to Division Memorandum no. 58, s.2018
re: Division Launching of Barkada Kontra Droga

1. Please be informed that the venue of the Division Launching of BKD will be at Catanduanes National High School at 7:00am to 2:00 pm on April 17, 2018.

2. T-shirts and Meals of the participants that will cover snacks and lunch c/o to Provincial Government of Catanduanes instead of School MOOE, but travel and other incidental expenses are chargeable against local/school MOOE subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulation.

3. Since April 17, 2018 falls on summer break of teachers/ NDEP coordinators, a one day service credit will be granted.

4. For your information and compliance.

SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent